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Abstract. To navigate successfully, a mobile robot must be able to esti-
mate the spatial relationships of the objects of interest in its environment
accurately. The main advantage of a bearing-only Simultaneous Localiza-
tion and Mapping (SLAM) system is that it requires only a cheap vision
sensor to enable a mobile robot to gain knowledge of its environment
and navigate. In this paper, we focus on the representation of the spatial
uncertainty of landmarks caused by sensor noise. We follow a principled
approach for computing the Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of
landmark positions when an initial observation is made. We characterize
the PDF p(r, α) of a landmark position expressed in polar coordinates
when r and α are independent, and the marginal probability p(r) of the
PDF is constrained to be uniform.
1 Introduction
There exist well developed solutions to the SLAM problem for the case where the
mobile robot is equipped with a sensor that provides both range and bearing
measurements to landmarks. However, the sensors these solutions rely on are
considered too expensive for domestic robots. Solving the SLAM problem with
cheaper sensors is highly desirable. Thanks to recent advances in computer vision
and cheaper cameras, vision sensors have become popular for SLAM [1–3].
In general, vision sensors are noisy. The uncertainty of an object location
caused by sensor noise can be quantified with a Probability Density Function
(PDF). When a robot is initially placed in an unknown environment without
any prior information, the PDF of an object position should be uniform over the
whole environment. Once the robot starts to sense the environment, information
gathered can be used to update the PDF.
Robustness to sensor noise can be achieved with probabilistic methods such
as Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF) [1, 2, 6, 10] or Particle Filtering (PF) [7,
8]. Iterative EKF methods for solving the bearing-only SLAM problems can be
found in [1, 2]. Some immediate initialization methods to bearing-only SLAM
called Undelayed methods were introduced in [6, 10]. The common approach of
the undelayed methods is to initialize each landmark by a mixture of Gaussians
along the direction of the landmark. PF has become popular for SLAM because
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Fig. 1. PDFs of a landmark position represented by different methods: (a) The PDF
represented by a single Gaussian. (b) The PDF represented by a mixture of three
Gaussians. (c) The PDF we derive. Figures (d), (e) and (f) are the contour plots of
figures (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
PF can approximate multi-modal probability density function. Several solutions
to bearing-only SLAM have been proposed by combining PF with vision sensor
[3, 7, 9].
This paper follows a principled approach to determine the spatial uncertainty
of an object position when an initial observation is made. Without distance mea-
surement, the probability of an object position should be uniform over the sensor
range. We characterize the PDF p(r, α) expressed in polar coordinates that sat-
isfies p(r|α) = p(r) and for which the marginal probability p(r) is uniform. The
difference between a Gaussian approximation and our PDF is illustrated in Fig.
1. Existing methods [2, 6, 10] assume that the probability density distribution of
the object position is a Gaussian or a mixture of Gaussians, and do not enforce
the range uniformity requirement.
2 A characterization of the landmark probability p(r, α)
when r and α are independent, and p(r) is uniform
Let p(r, α) be the PDF of the landmark position in polar coordinates when
only one observation has been made. We characterize p(r, α) when r and α are
independent. Let β denote the measured bearing of a landmark. Assume that the
vision error for the bearing is smaller than ǫ, the landmark position is contained
in the vision cone which is formed by two rays β − ǫ and β + ǫ rooted at the
observation point (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. The vision cone is rooted at the observation point. The surface of the hashed
area is approximately r dr dα for small dr and dα.
In Fig. 2, the surface of the hashed area for small dr and dα can be approx-
imated as:
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dα ∼= r dr dα. Because the
probability of the landmark being in the vision cone is 1, we have
∫ β+ǫ
β−ǫ
∫ Rmax
Rmin
p(r, α) r dr dα = 1 (1)
In (1), Rmin and Rmax are the bounds of the vision range interval. We de-
fine F (R) as the probability of the landmark being in the area {(r, α) | r ∈
[Rmin, R], α ∈ [β − ǫ, β + ǫ]}. This probability F (R) can be written as:
F (R) =
∫ β+ǫ
β−ǫ
∫ R
Rmin
p(r, α) r dr dα (2)
We define Ψ(R,∆) as the probability of the landmark being in the dotted
area in Fig. 2. Since Ψ(R,∆) = F (R+∆)− F (R), we have
Ψ(R,∆) =
∫ β+ǫ
β−ǫ
∫ R+∆
R
p(r, α) r dr dα (3)
As the range r and the angle α are independent, Ψ(R,∆) is constant with
respect to R. That is ∂Ψ(R, ∆)
∂R
= 0, therefore
∂F (R +∆)
∂R
=
∂F (R)
∂R
(4)
Because of the independence of bearing and range assumption, p(r, α) can
be factored as
p(r, α) = p(r|α) p(α) = p(r) p(α) = f(r) g(α) (5)
Thus we have
∫ β+ǫ
β−ǫ
g(α) dα = 1. After factoring, (2) becomes F (R) =∫ R
Rmin
f(r) r dr. Thanks to a well-known property of the derivation of an integral
with respect to its bounds, we have
∂F (R)
∂R
= f(R)R (6)
From (4) and (6), we deduce that f(R+∆)(R +∆) = f(R)R
Therefore, R
[
f(R+∆)−f(R)
∆
]
+ f(R+∆) = 0
By making ∆ goes to zero, we obtain Rf ′(R) + f(R) = 0
The equality f
′(R)
f(R) =
−1
R
can be re-written as [log(f(R))]
′
= − [log(R)]
′
After integrating both sides, we obtain
log(f(R)) = −log(R) + c = log
1
R
+ c
Where c is some constant. Setting ξ = ec, we obtain f(R) = ξ
R
. From (1)
and (5), ξ = 1
Rmax−Rmin
, and thus
f(r) =
1
(Rmax −Rmin) r
Hence,
p(r, α) =
1
(Rmax −Rmin) r
× g(α) (7)
We call the density function p(r, α) in (7) the impartial PDF, because it
treats all r equally by making the marginal p(r) uniform. If g(α) is a Gaussian
function, the PDF p(r, α) has the shape plotted in Fig. 1c.
3 Applying the Impartial PDF to Bearing-only SLAM
One fundamental problem facing a robot-based mapping system is how to trans-
late the relative positions of objects with respect to the moving frame of the
robot (as well as the position uncertainties) into relative positions with respect
to a static frame in the environment. In [4], we introduce a geometric method
to solve this problem when the uncertainty regions are polygons. In a technical
report [5] (an extended version of this paper), we extend the geometric method
to a probabilistic framework. More precisely, we apply the impartial PDF and
represent the location uncertainty with a set of particles and adapt the Parti-
cle Filtering algorithm to transfer the uncertainty from the moving frame to a
static frame. In [5], we describe how the impartial PDF of an object position can
be refined with a second observation, and how to further refine the PDF with
subsequent observations by Particle Filtering.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have followed a principled approach for computing the PDFs of
landmark positions when an initial observation is made. We have characterized
the PDF p(r, α) of a landmark position expressed in polar coordinates when r and
α are independent, and the marginal probability p(r) of the PDF is constrained
to be uniform. Existing methods that approximate an object position with a
mixture of Gaussians do not satisfy these natural requirements. In particular,
the impartial PDF we derived has the advantage of having far fewer parameters
than a mixture of Gaussians.
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